
ENGLISH PAPER PIECING PROJECTS

These free English Paper Piecing patterns for the beginner will help you learn and strengthen your EPP skills while
making a project you'll love.

Sue has a HUGE variety of paper-piecing kits, templates, papers and notions. Here are my Round We Go
blocks so far. This method of hand-piecing uses pre-cut cardstock papers as templates. To create a tight, clean
look, quilters usually wrap pieces of fabric around the octagon cut-out shapes so they can accurately trip their
fabric with straight edges and corners. I prep a few blocks ahead of time glue-basting the fabric to the papers
so that I always have something ready to sew. She knows me well! Before we get to the tutorials and patterns,
let's go over what exactly paper piecing is. I love getting my bundles from Amitie. I also totally recommend a
very light-weight thread. Each block is like a mini quilt where I get to try new color and fabric combinations.
Once finished, the eclectic collection of hexagons creates a beautiful, impressive, and eye-catching design. It's
not hard at all to learn how to quilt in new styles when you've got the right tools, and below are some of these
easy-to-follow tutorials, so you can master this age-old craft with no trouble at all. The beauty of English
paper piecing quilt patterns is that quilters can use a variety of different fabrics, allowing them to save some
cash by using scraps from around the house instead of purchasing additional fabric. I love the way they glide
through the fabric, making my stitches smaller and more invisible. Here is one of my blocks with fussy-cut
emus that came from one of my Amitie Stash club bundles. Jen is the queen of using wild, crazy fabrics in her
quilts, which is what makes them SO magical. You can find the set of Round We Go blocks including
templates â€” enough to make up to 60 blocks â€” in a variety of shops on Etsy. You can make the cutest
hexagonal shapes, like these floral Hexies , which are taught in a two-part tutorial see English Paper Piecing
Hexies Part 1 and 2 below. I want this quilt to be as wild and cheerful as possible! Quilters can purchase these
prints, or create them on their home computer. The pieces are then whipstitched together before the papers are
removed, creating a precisely-pieced intricate design. If you simply can't get enough of this eye-catching
pattern, try out our 11 Free Hexagon Quilt Patterns English Paper Piecing Tutorial Projects These English
paper piecing projects have easy-to-understand tutorials, which means they are perfect for beginners. Although
the papers are reusable so you could theoretically make a lot more. There are 12 different packets and each
one contains enough sturdy pre-cut papers to make 5 blocks, for a total of 60 blocks. Not essential for getting
started, but if you find yourself doing more and more intricate and fussy cutting, I also recommend the round,
rotating cutting mat. Floral Hues is produced in soft and drapey cotton lawns. It makes cutting intricate pieces
so much faster and easier. I was previously using a size 11 or  If you are new to English Paper Piecing, let me
explain. I recommend cutting pieces with an 18 mm rotary cutter â€” much easier to get around curves and
sharp angles. I think the fun part of these blocks is the chance to play with colors and fabrics. The drapey
fabric is perfect for clothing â€” check out this tunic top made by Sachiko of Tea Rose Home.


